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LIVE-STREAMING - THE NEW VIRTUAL MARKETING

Live-streamed initiatives & events tap into 
powerful psychological motivators such as 
instant gratification, FOMO and suspense.  

 
As a result, live-streaming is proven to drive 

higher levels of engagement, increase 
conversion and can provide consumers with 

unique and intimate access to a brand.  

On the other side of the lens, innovative live-
streaming techniques are inspiring new levels of 

remote creativity and fast establishing the 
precedent for an entirely new way of working. 

In this report, we highlight the 5 key ways 
brands & retailers are leveraging live-streaming 

to pioneer the future of virtual marketing.



1. Create immediacy &  
intimacy with live-streamed 

events & performances

Brands and retailers are leveraging live-streaming to offer consumers exclusive, intimate and 
immediate access. 

From fashion shows and live performances to brand summits and events, live-streaming has 
the power to replicate the buzz of attending events in real life by letting the audience 
experience them in real time. 

While some are using live to amplify reach, luxury players are increasingly experimenting with 
invite-only events to cultivate loyalty and exclusivity.
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DIOR WECHAT V IP  L IVE-ST R EA M  

Dior recreated the exclusivity of its offline events 
online by hosting two separate live-streams for VIPs 
through its WeChat mini-program. One introduced 
the womenswear summer collection and the other 
focussed on male VIPs, pre-launching the brand’s 

collaboration with Stussy.

“LOEWE E N  C A SA”  L I VE  SER IES   

Loewe’s digital series first launched in mid-March with 
the brand’s Craft Prize artists hosting live-streams in 

which they shared insight into their work. Artist Koichi 
lo attracted 68,000+ viewers for his live studio tour. 

More recently the live-streams have diversified to 
include one-on-ones with Ibizan tastemakers in 

celebration of the brand’s collaboration with Paula’s 
Boutique as well as live musical performances.



2. Provide next 
generation customer 

service with live 
consultation
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Innovative brands and retailers are leveraging live consultation to provide high touch, one-on-
one assistance to online consumers. 

Live, two-way video chat enables shoppers to converse with an expert, receive personalised 
advice and see product details close up, recreating the hallmarks & humanity of the in-store 
service experience at home. 

Technology provider Hero reports that customers who interact with live consultation services 
are 14x more likely to convert and spend up to 70% more. It can also help to drive physical 
footfall with 1 in 3 consumers subsequently going in-store.

GU CCI  L IVE    

Operating out of a dedicated set in a Florence 

service centre, Gucci Live aims to recreate the 

personal experience of in-store shopping online. 

The live consultation service lets shoppers 

communicate one-on-one with specially trained 

staff via mobile or laptop, with access to the 

brand’s entire inventory available on demand.

ATEL IER  CHANEL  BEAUTÉ  
MASTERCLASSES  AND 

CONSULTAT IONS   

Consumers can book appointments with Chanel’s 

Master Artists and Beauty Guides with services 

ranging from live personalised make up tutorials to 

skincare consultations. Recommended products 

can be automatically added to bag for a seamless 



3. Fuel new levels of 
remote creativity & 

collaboration via live-
streaming
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Instead of seeing remote shooting as a constraint, pioneering brands, retailers and editorial are 
leveraging live-streaming to embrace unexpected international collaborations and unleash new 
levels of creativity. 

From Zoom-based casting and styling sessions to shoots directed and captured via FaceTime, 
creative uses of live direction and capture are fast establishing the precedent for an innovative 
and productive new way of remote working.

BUCHE RE R ’S  “ IN  A  NEW L IGHT”  
CA MPAIGN 

Spring successfully concepted, shot and delivered the 

reopening brand campaign for the leading Swiss 

watch & jewellery retailer while in lockdown. Spring’s 

London team cast and directed the  
Swiss-based model & photographer via live-stream, 

with product later added to the campaign images 

using CGI.

“SAFE  +  SOUND”  BY  WILL Y  
VANDERPERRE  AND ALA STA IR  MCKIM M  

FOR ID  MAGAZINE   

A portfolio of 19 of the biggest supermodels in the 

world were cast and photographed over FaceTime, 

including Gigi Hadid, Adut Adech and Binx Walton. 

The images were captured via screengrab and offered 

an intimate insight into the models’ lives  
in lockdown.



4. Cultivate community  
with live-streamed 

classes & coaching
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Accelerated by the pandemic but here to stay, a broad range of “edutainment” initiatives 
including tutorials, masterclasses and tastings have gone live. 

These live-streamed classes and coaching not only facilitate interactive education with direct 
access to the experts, but also cultivate a sense of community amongst like-minded 
consumers by enabling them to converse with one another in real time.

V IRT U AL  WINETAST ING   

Innovative winemakers and retailers have set up 

intimate virtual wine tastings. The wine is delivered 

to the participants’ homes in advance with the 

tastings led by leading winemakers and 

sommeliers. Attendees also have the opportunity 

to converse with fellow connoisseurs as they are 

guided through the tasting. 

IN  GOOP HEALTH -  THE  SESS IO NS   

The lifestyle brand hosts 1 hour weekly interactive 

wellness sessions live-streamed via YouTube. Led 

either by Goop Editors or Gwyneth Paltrow herself 

and optimised for audience participation, the 

sessions offer access to leading experts - from 

spirituality workshops to workouts and make up 

tutorials.



5. Drive cut through & 
conversion with live 

commerce
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Live commerce has been commonplace in China since 2016. It is a popular way for consumers 
to learn about new brands & products, engage with charismatic hosts and - crucially - shop. 

In recent months, a number of luxury brands have sought to engage consumers with live 
product showcase and shopping, with some faring better than others when it comes to 
translating their aspirational brand equity to the live-stream stage. 

Western brands are also taking note, applying learnings from established Chinese experts to 
create engaging live-streamed content & shopping for U.S. and Europe-based audiences.

BURBERRY L IVE-STREAMING 

Burberry partnered with a popular KOL to live-

stream her shopping trip to the brand’s Shanghai 

flagship store. 1.4 million people tuned in to watch 

the live-stream on TMall and within an hour many 

of the Spring/Summer 2020 accessories featured 

on the broadcast had sold out.

C L IN I Q U E  L IV E- S T REAM  W I TH   
E MI L I A  CL A RK E   

Clinique ambassador and Game of Thrones actress 

Emilia Clarke starred in the first live-stream for the 

beauty brand in which she talked viewers through 

her skincare & make up routine. Users were able to 

click to purchase products directly on the site,  
with the live-stream still on the screen as they  

pulled up items.
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5 key ways brands & retailers are 
leveraging live-streaming to pioneer 
the future of virtual marketing

1 

Create immediacy & intimacy with live-streamed events  
& performances

2 

Provide next generation customer service with live consultation

3 

Fuel new levels of remote creativity & collaboration  
via live-streaming

4 

Cultivate community with live-streamed classes & coaching

5 

Drive cut through & conversion with live commerce
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1. 

Agency 

2. 

Production

3. 

Studios

LIVE-STREAMING -  
Spring Offering

Full-Service Strategy 
& Creative, Content & 

Experience.

End-to-End Production  
& Post-Production 

Services.

Broadcast-ready  
Flexi-Use Spaces in 
London, Milan & NY.
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Agency

• Creative Ideation 

• Experience Design 

• Digital Activation 

• Content Planning 

• Communications Planning 

• Analytics & Reporting

Fully integrated creative & 
media agency to concept, 
create, and help distribute 
your virtual experience.
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End-to-end production 
services to plan, build, 
and run your virtual 
experience.

Production

• Pre-Production Planning 

• Event Production & 
Show Running 

• Talent Management & 
Outreach

EVENTS

• Pre-Recorded Content 
Production 

• Single/Multi-Cam 
Content Capture 

• Live Editing & Motion 
Graphics

CONTENT

• Integration & Build for 
Web, Apps, AR/VR 

• Broadcast & 
Livestreaming 

• Media Distribution & 
Syndication

DIGITAL

• Retail Design   

• Click-to-buy & 
eCommerce Integration 

• Social Commerce 
Integration

RETAIL
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Flexible use stream-
ready spaces in London, 
New York, and Milan to 
host or broadcast your 
virtual experience.

Studios

• 20+ Studios 

• High Speed Connectivity 

• Accessible Wi-Fi 

• Skyhatch

SPACES

• Event Production 

• Security 

• Janitorial 

• Valet 

• Brand Integration 

• IT

SERVICES
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Central locations in  
Manhattan, London & Milan

Natural light, skyline views & modern 
spaces set up and ready to use

Creative Concepting & 
customisation

Live Global Broadcasting  
to all channels

High-speed connectivity 
infrastructure

Spacious, column-free studios that 
allow social distancing for on-site 

audience

Continued cleaning and disinfection of 
all spaces and equipment

Internal Production & Post-
Production Team



Spring are uniquely placed to 
concept and deliver live-streamed 

events and initiatives - from strategy 
through creative and production. 

If you’d like to discuss how Spring can help you,  
please reach out to us at 

Anna.Gereg@springstudios.com
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